
After significant time and 
research, we had individuals who, 
unaware of how to remain tax 
compliant while selling in the 
US, reached out to us in search of 
advice. RJM Tax Exemption began 
from here. Initially, we were 
working with around 10 clients 
a month and 3 sta! members - 
today we work with over 3,000 
di!erent businesses worldwide 
and a team of 20 sta! members.

Where does our experience come from?

Initially, we had branched out 
to start our own e-Commerce 
business in the US and we 
were hit with the same hurdles 
as everyone else: The US tax 
code and all its complexities. 
We had multiple calls with 
lawyers, accountants, the state 
department of revenues and face-
to-face bank meetings, who often 
provided contradictory advice 
and needed to gain knowledge 
of international individuals 
selling online in the US through 
marketplaces.

Who are we?

We are an EXCELLENT-rated, UK 
based consultation and solutions 
provider company that specialises 
in helping both Non-US and US 
clients become compliant to start 
selling online in the US.

In 2022 the total e-commerce 
sales in the US topped $875 
Billion and it is only predicted 
to grow more and more! One 
of the biggest hurdles people 
face with selling online is sales 

tax. Sales tax in the US is one 
of the most complicated taxes 
and can become a headache for 
businesses selling online very 
quickly! 

We are not CPAs or Lawyers, but 
our wealth of experience over the 
last 4 years and our connections 
in the industry is invaluable. 
Don’t believe us? Have a look at 
some of our reviews on TrustPilot.
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Initial Consultation

What can we offer?

LLC & EIN Formation

USA Banking Formation

Sales Tax Compliance 
& Exemption

Sales Tax Filing

Amazon Tax Interview

RJM TAX EXEMPTION
Services & Solutions Provider

Want to start selling in the US?


